
Accessories

Our trampoline accessories
are specially designed to jump  
with even more fun and safety  
for everyone!

A ladder helps children to easily 
go on and off our above ground 
trampolines.

With a safety net you don’t need
to worry anymore about unexpec
ted falls. The net falls in the middle 
of the safety pad to that nobody 
can slip in between. 

An Avyna weather cover extends 
the lifetime of your trampoline.

Bounce board

With a Bounce Board it seems 
like you’re on a snowboard or 
skateboard, while you’re on a 
trampoline. A great tool to improve 
your skills.

Tent

How nice is it to transform your 
trampoline into your own tent!
Our trampoline tent is easy to 
assemble and to open and close. 
Our tents also fit on our InGround 
trampolines.

Anchor set

With an anchor set you can assemble 
and fasten the trampoline so that it  
resists almost all weather conditions.  
The anchors are suitable for any type  
of (artificial) grass.

Ladder

Weather cover

Safety net

Trampolines  |  Inflatables

Soccer and hockey goals

Dealer stamp

Avyna = Safety First!
Avyna, founded in 1999, is specialized in designing  
and producing safe trampolines, trampoline parts  
and accessories.

In addition to trampolines, we also sell self-designed 
inflatables, plus football and hockey goals. Our office  
and warehouse is located in Rijen and we have our own 
factory in Vietnam. The advantage of having our own 
factory is being able to control the entire process and too
supply individual parts at all times. On the frame of an 
Avyna trampoline we always provide a lifetime warranty. 

Our Avyna springs include a tenyear warranty,  
and on our safety pads we give two  
up to five years warranty. 

Avyna trampolines are sold  
worldwide and comply with all  
11761: 2017 and 711419 requirements.

Look for more information at:  
www.trampoline.nl

Nice collaboration  
Dutch Gymnastics
The sports-related knowledge of DG and the safety of our 
garden trampolines is all you need to jump with fun and 
safety on a trampoline for a lot of years!

Avyna trampolines comply with all 11761: 2017 
and 7114 requirements
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Buy a trampoline

Fitness trampoline

Choosing the right (garden) trampo
line is a matter of answering some 
questions. What size do I want and 
what shape fits best in my garden? 
Do I want rectangular or round?

An InGround or FlatLevel trampoline 
becomes a fixed part of the garden. 
An above ground trampoline is easy 
to move. Whilst one with folding legs 
will be very easy to store. 

Whichever trampoline you choose,
go for extra safety and buy a safety 
net as well. 

Jumping on a fitness trampoline
doesn’t feel like a workout, but in 
reality you use almost all of your 
muscles. 10 minutes jumping on a
trampoline is equivalent to running 
for half an hour. The elastics
ensure that it is less stressful for
your muscles and joints.

Parts - Jumping Mat

Our jumping mats are made of woven polypropylene and are highly per
meable, allowing more air to pass through, which ensures more jumping 
pleasure! Avyna trampoline mats are also available as spare parts.

Parts - Safety pad

Avyna safety pads are extra safe due to the unique threepoint  
connection. This keeps the pads tight and fully covers the springs.
All pads are made of weather resistant woven polyester and are  
designed so that rain will slide off. We offer three special colors.

Parts - Springs

The inside and outside of all our springs are 
completely hot dip galvanized so that the  
formation of rust is excluded.

The springs are available as spare parts  
or as a complete set.
For the round trampoline you could select  
the following types: 

•  The standard version  
developed for safety  
and is suitable for young and old

•  The sport version  
for everyone who wants to get more  
action out of their trampoline

•  The extreme sport version  
for the advanced jumper who wants  
to practice some spectacular “jumps”.

Inflatables

Want to buy an inflatable? 
We offer various inflatables
from our brand Happy Bounce.
Whether you choose a castle  
with an obstacle course, slide, 
climbing slope, ball pit and/or  
basketball net, Avyna has it all!
 
Every parent knows that if there’s  
a bouncy castle at a party or event, 
kids immediately take off their 
shoes and you don’t have to worry 
about them anymore. How nice 
is it put this inflatable in your own 
garden for hours of fun!

Avyna inflatables are for private 
use only.

Goals

With the football and hockey  
goals from Avyna you transform 
any garden into a real playground.  
We have an aluminium and a 
galvanized line. 

Green Grey Camouflage


